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A word from Rocky…

Happy April, everyrock! On rock planet, everything
sure rocks, especially in the spring time when the
sun comes out and heats up the earth. I love sitting
in the hot sun just as much as the other rock, but it
sure does suck when a lizard comes and sits on ya
and starts soaking up rays. What do you do about
that,  huh? I  find playing really  loud rock music  is
sure to scare those scaley freaks away. Lizards are
real prudes, you know. They only listen to classical
acoustic organ music. How lame is that? Real lame. 

Anyway, I  have this  rockin charity  going on called
Rock-It. It’s about giving all rocks a chance to rock
out. Some rocks are deep underground and dont’
know what it’s even like to be sat on by a lizard. I
mean, that sucks, honestly. My charity digs em up
and puts em out in the sun. I think that’s important.
Every rock should be able to bask in the sunlight,

Rocks and lizards are friends if you think about it.

Rocky
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Rock It Out: Rocks Online

A  crazy  online  war  broke  out  over  a  picture  of  someone
showing off a massive crack they got from when they fought in
a  rock  battle.   It  was  put  online  by  rock  user,
whoseFault_lineisitanyway,  who claimed they had major  rock
stats and challenged anyone else to a rock battle in the dome.
Something was off about their account though since they didn’t
have any friends and the account was made 3 hours before the
post  on  Crumble,  the  rock  website.  Rocks  all  over  the  web
started  challenging  this  user  and  started  posting  their  own
cracks and large rock stats. But then it came out that the user
was actually just a small pebble who was using someone else’s
pics. The real pics belonged to an old rock champion from the
1930s.

More info: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQw4w9WgXcQ

Rock Of The Month
Cobalt is a nice rock, check him out! He’s got a good talent for making 
gravel. Cobalt got started mixing gravel when he was only 2 years old. It’s a 
good hobby and skill for a rock to have. Cobalt also likes to sing rock ballads.
It’s good for scaring away lizards. Cobalt has lizard friends who love his 
singing, though. He said his singing brings all the lizards to his rock garden. 

That’s what his house is- it’s a garden, and all the other rocks are his familiy. Wow!

Cobalt: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobalt

Spirituality: Pebbles on the beach
I was taking a walk on the beach the other day and I got tired and stopped moving. I listend to the sound of the
waves hitting the sand and realized that if I stayed here too long, then the water would also hit me and slowly it
would turn my rough edges smooth. I looked behind me and saw several other pebbles that were all rounded
and nice. I thought it would be nice to stay here for a while too, but then I realized that I needed to keep
moving. 

As I kept moving the water still hit me and my edges got
smooth.  I’m  beautiful  now,  no  more  cracks  and  scars  from
when I  broke away from the rock face down the beach. I’m
gorgeous. When the sun rises it shines on my shiny, sea-water
drenched head. This taught me you can keep going and still be
beautiful.  You don’t  have to stay in one spot in order to fix
yourself up. It’s okay to put make up on in the car.
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Rock News: Watch out for the earth quake

Currently  there  is  an  earthquake.  It’s  happening  right  now.  An
earthquake is a miracle of life. It will make many more rocks from one.
This is called mitosis: when a bigger rock breaks up into smaller rocks.
Now there are many other rocks around you. You might split in two also,
so  be  prepared.  If  you dont  want  to  split  in  two,  go  find a  lizard  to
enchant you with a spell to make you not do so.  It’s happening right
now, call the lizard hotline, a phone number which all young rocks are
taught and doesn’t need to be stated here, because of course you know
it. 

Don’t  reread  this  article  or  else  you  will  trigger  another  erthquake,
careful

Ask Rocky
Got a problem? Ask Rocky! Send your questions to: AskTheRockyRock@gmail.com

Dear Rocky
I have really bad skin, so many cracks, what do I do?
helpimarock

Dear helpimarock
moisturizer
Rocky

Dear Rocky,
what does a rock do to make friends
friendlessrock

Dear friendlessrock
rocks always have friends, just look around yous.
Rocky
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